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Welcome to Baikal State University of Economics and Law!

Baikal State University of Economics and Law (BSUEL) is a great choice for active young people who strive to have decent life in future, in the economy of knowledge, and in a worthy and open society with highly developed legal culture!

BSUEL TIMELINE

1930 – Siberian Institute of Finance and Economics
- 156 students;
- 25 academic staff (including 9 Doctors habil. and PhDs).

1939 – Irkutsk Institute of Finance and Economics
- 556 students;
- 39 academic staff (including 9 Doctors habil. and PhDs).

1965 – Irkutsk Institute of National Economy
- 7,390 students;
- 28 PhD students;
- 256 academic staff (including 39 Doctors habil. and PhDs).

1993 – Irkutsk State Economics Academy
- Branch in Chita;
- 5,862 students;
- 46 PhD students;
- 393 academic staff (including 39 Doctors habil. and PhDs).

2002 – Baikal State University of Economics and Law
- 4 branches – in Chita, Bratsk, Ust-Ilimsk and Yakutsk;
- College of Business and Law (secondary professional education);
- 14,000 students (the overall number 20,000 including enrollment in the branches);
- More than 700 PhD students;
- 420 academic staff (including 72 Doctors habil. and 230 PhDs).
BSUEL today

- 2 institutes – in Chita and Yakutsk, 2 branches – in Bratsk and Ust-Ilimsk;
- 2 colleges in Irkutsk – College of Business and Law and College of Commerce and Economics (secondary professional education);
- 2 Colleges of Commerce and Economics in Chita and Bratsk;
- total 26,000 students;
- more than 700 PhD students; 7 doctorate dissertation councils;
- 1000 academic staff (including 125 Doctors habil. and 575 PhDs);
- 30 nicely designed and well-furnished academic buildings provided with up-to-date office appliances (300+ copy-machines, 70+ multimedia projectors, 300 whiteboards, stationary audio systems, 3 multimedia classrooms (lecture halls) equipped with telecom-systems and multimedia boards); total occupancy load is 30,000 students;
- a health and recreation center with occupancy load of 50, a sport center with 7 sport rooms and halls, a culture and leisure center with a movie hall;
- a computer network with 1500 PCs with free to the Internet; a library containing 1,250,000 books; 14 reading halls;
- a full-colour printing house; a publishing house that publishes the university newspaper and 7 scientific journals;
- a television studio, a broadcasting network with plasma TVs throughout the university;
- cafés and lunchrooms in all academic buildings.

Since its establishment BSUEL has been claiming to be a university that satisfies the demand for specialists in national economy of two vast territories – Siberia and the Russian Far East. Having gone through a series of changes and got a higher status, the university has become the largest regional university that trains highly-qualified economists and lawyers not only for Irkutsk region, but also for the Republic of Buryatia, the Sakha (Yakutia) Republic, Tyva, Transbaikal region and Mongolia. 30,000 students, 1000 academic staff, 2,500 auxiliary staff – all these comprise human capital assets of Baikal University and its branches and institutes in Chita, Yakutsk, Bratsk and Ust-Ilimsk.

Graduate Programs

030000 HUMANITIES

Bachelor’s Degree Programs
030300.62 Psychology in Business and Management
030900.62 Legal studies
• Civil Law;
• Criminal Law;
• State and International Law;
• Russian-Chinese Dual Bachelor’s Degree in State and International Law;
031300.62 International Journalism;
031600.62 Advertising and Public Relations;
031900.62 International Relations.

Master’s Degree Programs
030300.68 Psychology in Business and Social Studies;
030900.68 Legal Studies
• Civil Law and Proceedings
• Business and Finance Law
• Criminal Procedure and Criminalistics; Criminal Law and Criminology
• State and Administrative Law
031300.68 Journalism

Advanced Training and Re-training in the basic Bachelor’s Degree programs mentioned above, as well as in:
• Psychological support at work place;
• Governmental anti-corruption policy;
• Legal groundwork for business activity;
• Mediation. Mediation techniques;
• Law enforcement by customs authorities;
• Cross-border transfer of gemology products, timber and sawn wood, coal, intellectual property items, derived rare animals, and other particular goods;
• Foreign languages for business use (English, German, French, Chinese);
• Foreign languages for general use (English, German, French, Chinese).

040000 SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bachelor’s Degree Program
040400.62 Social work: Social work with various population groups

Master’s Degree Program
040400.68 Social work: Economy, law, organization and management in social work

Advanced Training and Re-training in organizing social work with various population groups

Scientific fields and projects
• Management of social processes in the region, and standards of living;
• Sociological studies aimed at solving current social problems and analyzing in company public opinion;
• Applied social studies for finding ways of improving efficiency of social work and activities of social protection institutions in Irkutsk and Irkutsk region;
• Development of social projects in the context of state and corporate social policies;
• Carrying out scientific studies and expertise of the existing social and HR management technologies;
• Internship for executives of various levels on current issues of administrative, organizational and scientific work.
Bachelor's Degree Programs

080100.62 Economy
- Enterprise Economy and Entrepreneurship;
- World Economy;
- Finance and Credit;
- Taxes and Taxation;
- Accounting, Analysis and Audit;
- Economy of Oil and Gas Industry;
- Economy of Construction and Real Estate;
- Commercial Business Economy and Restaurant Business;
- Russian-French Dual Bachelor’s Degree in World Economy;
- Russian-Chinese Dual Bachelor’s Degree in World Economy;
- Russian-French Dual Bachelor’s Degree in Finance and Credit;

080200.62 Management
- Management in Investment and Construction Business and in Real Estate;
- Management in Transport and Telecommunication;
- Management in Service Industry;
- Marketing;
- Small Business Management;
- Russian-Chinese Dual Bachelor’s Degree in Management in Service Industry;

080400.62 Human Resources Management;
080500.62 Business Informatics;
081100.62 Public Administration;

Master’s Degree Programs

080100.68 Economy
- Business Economy and Entrepreneurship;
- Accounting, Analysis and Audit;
- World Economy and International Business;
- Economy of Oil and Gas Industry;
- Mathematical Methods in Economic Analysis;
- Marketing;
- Organization Management;
080300.68 Finance and Credit
- Finance,
- Banking and Securities;
080400.68 Human Resources Management;
081100.68 Public Administration;
081200.68 Public Audit

Advanced Training and Re-training
in the basic Bachelor’s Degree programs mentioned above, as well as in:
- Independent examination of means of transport;
- Work safety;
- Evaluation of Business;
- Definition of vehicles, equipment and means of transport;
- Valuation of real estate;
- Valuation of intangible assets and intellectual property;
- State and municipal orders management;

Other advanced training programs here include:
- Master of Business Administration (MBA);
- Economist-analyst at industrial organization;
- Master of Public Administration (MPA);
- Advanced training for public servants of the Russian Federation;
- Management Training Program (Russian President’s initiative).

Scientific fields and projects
- Development of socio-labour relations economy and HR management;
- Socio-economic forecast of regional economic development and modernization: functions of regional finance, municipal finance, corporate finance, and insurance services market;
- Management of investment and construction business and real estate;
- Problems of creating competition and forming human capital assets in Russian economy;
- Transport and telecommunications economy and management in the region: theoretical and practical issues;
- Entrepreneurship economy and organization;
- Consumers’ behaviour and marketing development regularities;
- Natural resources economy and management. Ecology protection;
- Impact of globalization on Russian economy;
- Accounting, tax registration; economic analysis and audit: theory, methodology, optimization;
- Theoretical, methodological and applied aspects of economic systems’ sustainability management;
- Problems of forming state incomes.
230000 INFORMATICS AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Bachelor's Degree Program
230700.62 Applied Informatics: Information Systems and Technologies in Management.

Master's Degree Programs
230700.68 Applied Informatics:
• Information Systems in Business;
• Business Analytics.

Advanced Training and Re-training in Informatics and Computer Engineering:
• IT in media-industry;
• Introduction of remote technologies into educational process;
• Printing design;
• The system of extramural studies «Moodle»;
• Joomla content administration and management (website development);
• Basics of operating Open (Libre) Office.org. Free software installation and administration.

Scientific fields and projects
• Mathematical and instrumental economic methods;
• Computer-aided engineering of stochastic systems and processes;
• Qualitative and numerical analysis of evolutionary processes;
• Mathematical modeling, numerical methods and software complexes.

120000 GEODESICS AND LAND DEVELOPMENT

Bachelor's Degree Program
120700.62 Property Management

Master's Degree Program
120700.68 Land Development and Cadastre.

Advanced Training and Re-training in Land Development and Cadastre
• Re-training program for cadastral engineers;
• Real estate business management.

Scientific fields and projects
• Commercialization of innovations (working out the content of the processes, and estimation of participants' roles; investment candidates' expertise; participation in the project)
• Expertise of innovations and innovation programs;
• Optimization of the processes and the entire innovation project;
• Business project planning from scratch (marketing plan and business plan; market potential estimation, and promotion at the growth stage).

250000 REGENERATION AND EXPLOITATION OF FOREST RESOURCES

Bachelor's Degree Program
251000.62 Forest Management

Master's Degree Program
251000.68 Forest Management

Advanced Training and Re-training in Forestry

Scientific fields and projects
• Economy and management of forestry in the region: theory and practices;
• Economy of nature management and nature resources management. Ecology protection;
• In-company eco-management;
• In-company nature management;
• Studies and uses of energy-efficient technologies. Development of energy-efficient equipment.
**Innovative educational techniques**

Increasing the efficiency of training process has been in the focus of the university's Academic Board's attention, which has resulted in successful testing and introduction of most of the innovations recommended in the Federal State Educational Standard of Higher Professional Education adopted in 2010, namely:

- written (objective) forms of control and 2-3 interim attestations in every academic term;
- optimization of the academic calendar: a three-term academic year (with 15, 10, and 10 weeks in each term successively); the teaching load of 23-24 academic hours per week; "The Science Session" – several days of scientific activities carried out by all students and post-graduates;
- introduction of a session-free form of training: a 100-score assessment system per each module and a system of academic credits per each academic term;
- The Testing Center (ACT-technologies, testing outline in ACS, Internet-based technologies); The Center of extramural studies (Moodle, Stilus, Pleiad);
- supplementary and pre-university training: levelling of 1-year students; extra educational services (used by more than 2,000 students each year); simultaneous training in two programs supported by the system of academic credits (800+ students); The Academy of Leadership for secondary school students;
- introduction of 'college-university' joint programs;
- joint exchange education schemes with universities in France, Germany, China, Mongolia and Japan;
- introduction of a new discipline "Modern Educational Technologies" in the students' curriculum and "Training Technologies" in the list of training programs for university instructors;
- introduction of department tutors (academic advisors);
- continuous monitoring "Training process as viewed by the students";
- switching to the new type of teaching materials: the corresponding curriculum, lesson plans, timetable, instructors' resumes, and so on – all collected in one booklet;
- building up an annually upgraded e-library of discipline synopses and lesson plans;
- introduction of an automated system of publishing both in Russian and in English, informational ECTS-packs of academic programs on the university website;
- building up an e-book of texts of lectures and video-lectures;
- providing access to the e-library from the website issuing a CD with teaching aids and materials available to all the students;
- creating the student's individual academic porta – a subsystem of ACS (which provides access to the student's permanent record, full-text resource materials and study guides, timetable, rating results and so on from the home screen);
- access to the student's individual academic portal via the Internet.

**BSUEL Automated Control System** is a corporate informational system that links the students, instructors and other university staff. More than 1,200 PCs in the local information network provide authorized connection to the university data bases, file stores and the Internet. The system contains data on key university activities, and grants access to extensive information on any aspect, according to the person's employment status and authorities, namely:

- institution and directory;
- admission plan, enrollment lists, and current pass grade to each academic program;
- curricula, students' performance and individual competencies;
- library catalogues and files;
- resource materials and extramural courses;
- teaching load and instructors' rating;
- personal files of the staff, and students' performance records;
- online versions of BSUEL journals;
- information on supplementary courses and retraining centers;
- resource materials for PhD and doctoral programs;
- scientific topics, events, results, and students' scientific works.

BSUEL ACS today is a distributed decision making support system based on rapidly calculated indices; due to 10 specially designed subsystems with around 40 various applications it spans all management levels from the student and instructor to the rector.

BSUEL ACS is integrated into the university website, which performs the function of a portal providing access to all data in the Internet. Thus, an outside visitor to the university website gets access not only to the reference information, but also, having authorized as applicant, or student, or employee – to personal data and resource and teaching materials.
Scientific work at BSUEL

The university, together with other leading Russian universities of finance and economics, carries out research on fundamental economic aspects at the commission of the RF Ministry of Education and Science, and acts as central coordinating organization to work out concepts, strategies and socio-economic development programs for Irkutsk region, Transbaikal region, the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), and municipalities that comprise them. BSUEL's co-contractors here are large scientific organizations, including scientific research institutes of Irkutsk Scientific Center SB RAS and East-Siberian Center SB RAS, as well as other leading scientific research institutions and universities of Irkutsk.

BSUEL scientists carry out scientific work financed from the federal budget (in the frames of the federal special-purpose program of the Ministry of Education and Science “Scientific and academic human resources of the innovative Russia” for the period of 2009-2013, and in the context of the analytical departmental special-purpose program of the Ministry of Education and Science “Development of scientific potential of the High School” for the periods of 2006-2008, 2009-2010, 2011-2013), by grants, incl. the Russian President's grants, by Russian foundations (RFFR, RHSF), as well as from international sources (programs, contracts and grants).

All in all, from 2006 to 2011, 48 research works under international and foreign programs and grants have been carried out.

Every year the university organizes and holds around 500 scientific events of international, national, inter-regional, regional, municipal and university levels (including 'The Science Session' mentioned above). Scientific reports and abstracts are published in proceedings and collective volumes of scientific papers. Apart from that, university scientists annually take part in over 300 conferences and workshops outside BSUEL, one third of which are national and international ones.

The research mix reflects national interests in socio-economic development of the country and Irkutsk region in the spheres of economy and law.

PhD Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.01.09</td>
<td>Discrete Mathematics and Mathematical Cybernetics;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.02.22</td>
<td>Industrial Management;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.13.01</td>
<td>System Analysis, Control, and Data Processing;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.13.10</td>
<td>Management in Social and Economic Systems;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.13.18</td>
<td>Mathematical Modeling, Numerical Methods and Software Complexes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.00.02</td>
<td>National History;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00.01</td>
<td>Economic Theory;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00.05</td>
<td>Economy and National Economy Management, including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00.10</td>
<td>Finance, Currency Circulation and Credit;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00.13</td>
<td>Management of Innovations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00.14</td>
<td>World Economy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00.01</td>
<td>Ontology and Epistemology;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.02.04</td>
<td>Germanic Languages;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.02.05</td>
<td>Romance Languages;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.02.19</td>
<td>Linguistic Theory;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.01</td>
<td>The Theory and History of Law and State; The History of Law and State Studies;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.02</td>
<td>Constitutional Law; Constitutional Judicial Proceedings; Municipal Law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.03</td>
<td>Civil Law; Business Law; Family Law; Private International Law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.04</td>
<td>Financial Law, Tax Law, Budget Law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.05</td>
<td>Industrial Relations Law; Social Security Law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.08</td>
<td>Criminal Law and Criminology; Criminal Executive Law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.09</td>
<td>Criminal Proceedings;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Doctoral Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.00.11</td>
<td>Judicial Authority, Prosecutor's Activities, Advocacy and Law Enforcement Activities;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.14</td>
<td>Administrative Law; Administrative Process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00.15</td>
<td>Civil Process; Arbitral Process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00.01</td>
<td>General Psychology, Psychology of Personality, History of Psychology;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00.05</td>
<td>Social Psychology;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.00.02</td>
<td>Political Institutions, Processes and Technologies;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.00.03</td>
<td>Demography and Sociology in Business;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Doctorate dissertation councils

- Д212.070.01 Economic Theory, Economy and National Economy Management (Labour Economy);
- Д212.070.02 Civil Law, Family Law, Business Law, Private International Law; Criminal Law and Criminology; Criminal Executive Law; Criminal Proceedings, Criminalistics; Operational Investigations;
- Д212.070.03 Economy and National Economy Management (Logistics, Economy, Organization and Management of Businesses, Industries, and Complexes: Service Industry); Finance, Currency Circulation and Credit;
- Д212.070.04 Economy and National Economy Management (Marketing); World Economy;
- Д212.070.05 Economy and National Economy Management (Organization and Management of Businesses, Industries, and Complexes: Industry; Construction);
- Д212.070.06 Accounting, Statistics; Economy and National Economy Management (Enterprise Economy, Regional Economy);
- Д212.070.07 System Analysis, Control and Information Processing (regional economic complexes), Mathematical Modeling, Numerical Methods and Software complexes.

Scientific journals (in Russian)

- Izvestya of Irkutsk State Economics and Law (print edition);
- Izvestya of Irkutsk State Economics Academy (Baikal State University of Economics and Law) (electronic scientific journal);
- Psychology in Business and Management;
- Criminology Journal of BSUEL;
- Historical and Economic Researches;
- Scientific Bulletin of BSUEL (Chita);
- Contemporary Science: Theory and Practice (electronic scientific journal), Yakutsk;
- Theoretical and Practical Issues of Journalism.

International relationships

2. The Chinese language has been taught at the department of World Economics since 1989, the year when the university started to develop contacts with Chinese universities. Shenyang Institute of Technology and Dalian University of Foreign Languages then became our first Chinese partners. In the new millennium we have strengthened our Russian-Chinese cooperation by establishing friendly relationships with Beijing University of International Business and Economics, Beijing University of Culture and Language, and East China Normal University (Shanghai). Our cooperation with all the Chinese universities includes students exchange programs, participation in the governmental educational grants programs, language and cultural internship.

Baikal State University of Economics and Law is part of the world's scientific, educational and cultural community. The university is a member of many international academic and scientific associations, such as Eurasia-Pacific University Association (UniNet), International Association of University Presidents (IAUP), International Association “CEMAFI”, and others. The university’s key international activities include: I. Educational services for non-residents: Bachelor’s, Master’s, PhD and Doctoral Degree programs, the Russian language for foreign learners, foundation courses. II. Inter-university cooperation in the context of partnership agreements, including dual-degree programs, with Sophia-Antipolis University (Nice, France), The University of Potsdam (Germany), Zhengzhou University, and others; III. Participation in grants programs, and academic mobility.

Baikal State University of Economics and Law has partner relationships with academic institutions and international organizations in 22 countries: Austria, Byelorussia, Great Britain, Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, China, Canada, Morocco, Mongolia, Portugal, Poland, the USA, the Ukraine, Sweden, France, Finland, South Korea, Japan, and others.

1. Cooperation with Mongolian high schools and scientific organization has become traditional for BSUEL. In Erdenet a representative office of BSUEL has been opened at the Institute of Technology, Joint Venture “Erdenet", a branch of Mongolian University of Science and Technology. Mongolian association of BSUEL alumni organizes scientific conferences and joint investigation projects. BSUEL has close cooperation in terms of scientific research with Mongolian Academy of Sciences.

The second is the Dual-Degree Program for Russian students, which involves training in Bachelor’s programs – Management (Service Industry), Economy (World Economy), Jurisprudence (International Law).

Ordos Inner Mongolia University College School of Manchuria (Manchuria) is another partner-university of ours. Its students are offered a new program “Master’s foundation” at BSUEL. The annual enrollment for this program is 30-60 people, and many then take Master’s course at BSUEL. Besides, the universities have signed an agreement to develop a Dual Degree Program on World Economy. BSUEL trains a lot of students from the PRC. 2012 witnessed the first graduation of 166 Chinese Bachelors in Management, Economy, Commerce, et alia.

3. For over 12 years BSUEL has been cooperating with Sophia-Antipolis University (Nice, France). In 1999 the universities started joint TEMBUS projects, which now include advanced Master’s training in various economic and management programs. Since 2007 we have been running a Dual-Degree Program “French-Russian Faculty", which makes it possible to graduate with Dual Bachelor’s Degree or Dual
Master's Degree from both BSUEL (in World Economy or Finance) and Sophia-Antipolis University (in Economy and Management). Over 150 specialists have completed this program and are in-demand at Russian and French international companies. Our cooperation also involves holding annual scientific conferences and summer schools in economics and languages both in France and Irkutsk. The French Embassy in Russia supports academic mobility between the partner-universities by scholarships and grants for students and instructors.

4. Since 2005, in the frames of LEADER Project program, Richard Ivey School of Business, University of Western Ontario (Canada) has been giving annual case-study training workshops on Business Administration for BSUEL students, who are awarded certificates of IVEY University after completing the course.

5. Since 2008 Center for International Legal Studies (Austria) has been running a program that involves American and Canadian lawyers (senior partners at-legal companies) giving Law courses to students of Law faculties at BSUEL. The purpose of the program is to explain peculiarities of American and Canadian Law to the university students and instructors.

In 2011 BSUEL opened a testing center of Russian as a foreign language. Within the last five years BSUEL has completed 12 international projects, which include:

• TEMPUS IB_JEP-26079-2007 "Development of the system of extramural training for public servants from remote Siberian municipalities" (EU);
• TEMPUS JEP-27107-2008 "Special training for market-oriented institutes" (EU);
• DAAD grant for organizing «Alumni-Seminar» and publishing the journal “Letter des Baikal-Vereins der DAAD-Stipendiaten” (Federal Republic of Germany);
• DAAD grant for Law students from BSUEL to take an educational and fam tour to German universities (Federal Republic of Germany);
• Grant from US National Council on economic education;
• Grant from Dalian University of Foreign Languages (PRC);
• Fulbright grant (USA) and others.

All countries co-exist in one common world, where equality, tolerance, mutual respect and co-operation must be the law. Russia has always been promoting friendship and co-operation with other countries in many spheres, and education is no exception. Internationalization of higher education system is a priority task of both Russian government and Russian universities. The latter carry out an honourable mission of friendship and co-operation with other countries.

Students’ academic mobility has been actively developing between BSUEL and its Chinese partners — Dalian University of Foreign Languages, Beijing University of International Business and Economics, Shenyang Institute of Technology, and Ordos Inner Mongolia University College School of Manchuria (Manchuria). Summer language schools are regularly organized at Chinese universities - Henan University of Economics and Law (Zhengzhou), Shenyang Institute of Technology, Beijing University of Culture and Language, and East China Normal University (Shanghai).

In 2011 BSUEL opened a testing center of Russian as a foreign language.

Our cooperation also involves holding annual scientific conferences and summer schools in economics and languages both in France and Irkutsk. The French Embassy in Russia supports academic mobility between the partner-universities by scholarships and grants for students and instructors.

In 2011 BSUEL opened a testing center of Russian as a foreign language. Within the last five years BSUEL has completed 12 international projects, which include:

• TEMPUS IB_JEP-26079-2007 "Development of the system of extramural training for public servants from remote Siberian municipalities" (EU);
• TEMPUS JEP-27107-2008 "Special training for market-oriented institutes" (EU);
• DAAD grant for organizing «Alumni-Seminar» and publishing the journal “Letter des Baikal-Vereins der DAAD-Stipendiaten” (Federal Republic of Germany);
• DAAD grant for Law students from BSUEL to take an educational and fam tour to German universities (Federal Republic of Germany);
• Grant from US National Council on economic education;
• Grant from Dalian University of Foreign Languages (PRC);
• Fulbright grant (USA) and others.

All countries co-exist in one common world, where equality, tolerance, mutual respect and co-operation must be the law. Russia has always been promoting friendship and co-operation with other countries in many spheres, and education is no exception. Internationalization of higher education system is a priority task of both Russian government and Russian universities. The latter carry out an honourable mission of friendship and co-operation with other countries.

BSUEL students (up to 40 people annually) take language and cross-cultural internship at our foreign partner-universities: Sophia-Antipolis University (Nice, France), the Universities of Potsdam and Passau (Germany), Kyonggi University (S. Korea), Soka University (Japan), Mongolian State University, and others.

Students’ academic mobility has been actively developing between BSUEL and its Chinese partners — Dalian University of Foreign Languages, Beijing University of International Business and Economics, Shenyang Institute of Technology, and Ordos Inner Mongolia University College School of Manchuria (Manchuria). Summer language schools are regularly organized at Chinese universities - Henan University of Economics and Law (Zhengzhou), Shenyang Institute of Technology, Beijing University of Culture and Language, and East China Normal University (Shanghai).
In order to build up an innovative corporate culture and create conditions for students' all-round personal development the university has worked out and started various developing programs: “Leisure. Creativity. Cultural awareness” Its purpose is to provide conditions and infrastructure for creative development of the personality and for students' leisure time; Program of facilitating intellectual activities at BSUEL aimed at making intellectual games popular with students; Health care and healthy lifestyle promotion program, which involves health education of students and academic and auxiliary staff, organizing health improvement activities, and providing health and disease control for the students and the staff; Resort therapy program: creating conditions and infrastructure for general therapeutic and preventive activities to improve our students' health; “Sport” – a program aimed at organizing BSUEL students’ leisure time, and providing facilities and infrastructure for physical training and sports and for students' and teams' successful participation in local, regional and national sport competitions. Program of socio-psychological support to help students better adapt to the university education system, the new social relations and environment.

**STUDENTS’ LIFE AT BSUEL**

**SPECIALIZED SUBDIVISIONS**
- Students' culture and leisure center “Khudozhhestvennyi”
- Students' sport and leisure center “Oktyabrskiy”
- Students' club:
  - Students' choir “Orpheon”
  - Ball dance band “Style”
  - Vocal group “Nota Bene”
  - “Retro”, a folk group of teachers
  - Club of poetry lovers
  - Club of amateur-singers
  - Pop-group
  - Spanish dance band “Flamenco”
  - Pop dance band “Cascade”
  - Students' dance group “Fresh”
  - Old music band “Vse Vremen” (“Timeless”)
  - Classic Arab dance studio “Aniri”
- Spots club
  - Voleyball
  - Ping-pong
  - Basketball
  - Football
  - Chess
  - Army hand-to-hand fight
- University Museum
- Health resort
- Students' employment office

**STUDENT government bodies**

**STUDENT COORDINATION BOARD**
The university student coordination board organizes and coordinates activities of students' groups, clubs, unions and other associations, namely:
- BSUEL Intellectual Games Club
- Club of the Merry and Inventive
- Sector “Charity”
- Voluntary detachment “Impulse”
- Club of admirers of Japanese culture and animation “Studio_34”
- University-based regional camp counselor detachment “Gnome”
- BSUEL Board of student organizers
- Student dorm government board

**PRIMARY STUDENT TRADE UNION**
The primary student trade union deals with the students' social problems. Its commissions include:
- Commission on social work;
- Commission on cultural and entertainment issues
- Commission on catering quality control
- Commission on sport and tourism
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